Abstract. The relation between a structure and the function running on that structure is of central interest in many fields, including computer science, biology (organ vs. function), psychology (body vs. mind), architecture (designs vs. functionality), etc. Our paper addresses this question with reference to computer science recent hardware and software advances, particularly in areas as robotics, AI-hardware, self-adaptive systems, IoT, CPS, etc. At the modeling, conceptual level, our main contribution is the introduction of the concept of "virtual organism" (VO), to populate the intermediary level between rigid, slightly reconfigurable, hardware agents and abstract, intelligent, adaptive software agents. A virtual organism has a structure, resembling the hardware capabilities, and it runs low-level functions, implementing the software requirements. Roughly speaking, it is an adaptive, reconfigurable, distributed, interactive, open system, consisting of a network of heterogeneous computing nodes, with a constrained structural shape, and running a bunch of overlapping functions. The model is compositional in space (allowing the virtual organisms to aggregate into larger organisms) and in time (allowing the virtual organisms to get composed functionalities).
Introduction
The relation between a structure and the function running on that structure is of central interest in many fields, including computer science, biology (organ vs. function), psychology (body vs. mind), architecture (designs vs. functionality), etc. Our paper addresses this question with reference to computer science recent hardware and software advances. We recall the structure-function relation in the simple case of single-processor and sequential-programs, then we look at possibilities to lift this relation to today complex hardware and software systems.
Background
In computer science, the structure-function distinction occurs as the hardware-software dichotomy. Traditionally, hardware and software worlds are tied together by an unwritten pact: the Instruction Set Architecture (ISA). The hardware companies develop small, powerful, less energy consuming computers, implementing the ISA instructions in hardware. On the other side, the software companies develop efficient, reliable, user-friendly programs, together with compilers and related needed tools to translate them into ISA instructions. The ISA pact is essential for running the software on the hardware. These fields are separated, but they are cross-influencing each other: techniques form software are adopted by hardware producers (e.g., pipeline, multi-threading), and conversely, hardware advances may lead to development of new software fields (e.g., applications in CUDA).
Recent hardware and software advances, particularly in areas as IoT (the Internet of Things), robotics, self-adaptive systems, CSP (Cyber-Physical Systems), AI-hardware, etc. have lead to heterogeneous environments where the structure-function distinction is not easily recognized. The today new hardware is a conglomerate of connected devices, often requiring specialized software to integrate them. Similarly, today complex software applications require integration of various functions, supported by different platforms, sometimes requiring specific hardware support (e.g., networking applications). The achieved old goal, supported by the ISA architecture, to have any program running on any machine, is a far reaching goal again.
Hence, a the following question naturally arises:
Can we identify a new "ISA" for this new, distributed computing setting? What a "program", or a "computer" running it, actually is in this new context?
We see an emerging trend coming from both directions and consolidating something in the middle, named in this way: middleware. On the one hand, there is an increasing support for software composition, via services and micro-services, going down to a finer and better controlled granularity. On the other hand, advances in computing and networking lead to more flexible and better integrated networks of devices. With proper development, these trends may lead to a better portability of software, running across multiple hardware combinations -this is particularly important for the highly heterogeneous IoT applications.
Autonomic computing was promoted by IBM [19] , suggesting that complex computing systems should have autonomic properties, to independently take care of the regular maintenance and optimization tasks. IBM has also identified four basic properties of self-managing systems 1 : self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing, and self-protecting. Current architecture design promotes "separation of concerns", considering two different layers: one for the system functionality, the other for its adaptation.
Coming back to the single-processor and sequential-programs case, we see that the classical ISA pact is based on a nice feature of regular languages [21, 10] . Namely, regular languages, used as a control mechanism here, occur in two equivalent forms: on the one hand, they are recognized by finite automata and these automata are well suited for hardware design; on the other hand, they are specified by regular expressions and these expressions are essential for modeling control in structured programs and for other further software developments. Along this line of reasoning, one suggestion is to try to extend regular languages and the finita-automata vs. regular-expressions relationship in 2D (two dimensions) and to see if this model may support a kind of new ISA pact for complex distributed systems.
Studies on extending (regular) languages in 2D started form 1960s. The field of 2D formal languages [15, 23, 39] is now a mature one, with many applications in various areas, ranging form computer science to biology, from physics to sociology. Our interest in these extensions has roots in models and programming languages for open, interactive, distributed systems, based on space-time duality, with 1D used for space and 1D used for time; a brief survey is presented in [29] . In more recent papers, including [2, 31, 29] , we extended the 2D setting to arbitrary shapes words, particularly introducing new 2D regular expressions. A precursor of the present paper is [28] , which introduces a formal multi-level approach for developing systems with controlled structure and functionality, using two dimensions for space and one for time. Technically, the key new ingredient added in the present paper is adaptation and the resulting neat concept of virtual organisms.
From this sketched perspective, one goal may be:
To design a compositional computing model, supporting a kind of distributed assembly language for modern hardware and software systems, filling the gap between abstract, complex software systems and rigid, reconfigurable, distributed, hardware architectures.
The computing model and the associated programming language should be, among other: (i) compositional; (ii) expressive and easy to use; (ii) including structural and functional constraints; (iii) allowing for quantitative evaluation of structural reconfiguration cost; (v) allowing for quantitative evaluation of functional reconfiguration cost (adding, removing, or overlapping functions); (vi) including features achievable to hardware designers and expressive enough for developing software applications.
Results
At the modeling, conceptual level, our main contribution is the introduction of the concept of virtual organism, to populate the intermediary level between rigid, but slightly reconfigurable, hardware agents and abstract, intelligent, adaptive software agents. A virtual organism has a structure, resembling the hardware capabilities, and it runs low-level functions, implementing the software requirements. Roughly speaking, it is an adaptive, reconfigurable, distributed, interactive, open system consisting of a network of heterogeneous computing nodes with a constrained structural shape and running a bunch of overlapping functions. The model is compositional in space (allowing the virtual organisms to aggregate into larger organisms) and in time (allowing the virtual organisms to get composed functionalities). Technically, the virtual organisms in this paper are in 3D, with 2D for space and 1D for time, and their structure is constrained by regular 2D pattens. By reconfiguration, an organism may change its structure to another structure belonging to the same 2D pattern. Two classes of reconfigurations are particularly important: conservative reconfigurations (preserving the nodes, but changing the structure) and elastic reconfigurations (allowing for adding or removing nodes).
To illustrate the concept we briefly present three simple, increasingly more complex, virtual organisms: (1) a tree collector organism (TC-organism); (2) a feeding cell organism, consisting of a membrane, with attached collecting and releasing trees (FC-organism); and (3) a collection of connected, feeding cells organisms (CFC-organism).
To test the benefits of reconfiguration, we implemented simulators for TC-and FC-organisms (only the results for TC-organisms are reported here). A TC-organism has a tree structure and collect items from multiple sources with a flow from leafs to root, under the following constraints: (i) there is a cap on the allowed flow per node; and (ii) leafs' collecting capabilities depend on their distances to sources. We tested the following scenarios: (1) for fixed sources, we checked the average number of (conservative) reconfiguration steps needed by a random tree to reach an optimal shape; (2) for variable sources, we compared an initially random, but conservatively reconfigurable, tree collector against a fixed tree collector, optimal for the initial configuration; (3) finally, we compared conservative and elastic reconfigurations, considering the costs of node rental and of collected items.
The quantitative results have confirmed the intuition that: (1) reconfigurable structures are better suited than fixed structures in dynamically changing environments; and (2) elastic reconfiguration is better suited than conservative reconfiguration, when the cost of node rental and of unit flow collected are taken into account.
Contents of the paper After a brief presentation of regular 2D patterns (Section 2), we introduce virtual organisms (Section 3); then, we describe an implementation for simulating and visualizing virtual organisms' behavior (Section 4); finally, there is a short section on conclusions, related and future work.
Regular 2D patterns
As we already emphasized above, we will introduce a computing model (of virtual organisms) at the interface between concrete, reconfigurable hardware and abstract, adaptive, intelligent software. To this end, we separate the underlined physical structure from the functionalities mapped on that structure. Technically, we use regular 2D patterns 2 for organism structure. Their role is to constrain the reconfiguration process: a structure may be replaced by another structure only if the latter belongs to the same 2D pattern. For mapping functionalities, certain low-level functions on the computing nodes (local computations and communications) are used to implement the higher level functionalities, required by the software.
In this subsection we define regular 2D patterns (see [31] for more information and additional references) and describe three increasingly more complex regular 2D patterns: trees, rings with attached trees, and connected rings with attached trees.
A 2D letter is a labeled unit cell in 2D. A 2D word is a connected area of 2D letters, where the letters are connected along their west, north, east, or south borders.
A 2D pattern (or 2D languages) is a set of 2D words. We present three mechanisms for defining 2D patterns 3 : (i) by tiling, using 2D automata; (ii) by product of (two) regular languages; or, (iii) by regular 2D expressions.
2D automata A 2D automaton consists of: (1) a finite set of tiles (with body and border labels); and (2) a specified set of accepting labels for the external borders. A word w is accepted by such an automaton T if there is a tiling, with tiles from T , having the selected labels on its external borders, and whose projection on the body labels is w. The language accepted by a 2D automaton T is denoted by L(T ). These languages, accepted by 2D automata, are called regular.
The 2D automata, used to define the structure of VO in this paper, are specified with subsets of the tiles below and have as labels (or colors) for external borders, in accepted words, those shown in the figure: 2 Our model is in 2D, but can be extended in higher dimensional spaces. For the sake of generality, we started with regular 2D patterns; however, considering additional variables (enriching border labels) and restrictions, classes of more constrained 2D patterns may be defined. 3 The first two representations are equivalent, provided one adds renaming to (i). On the other hand, currently it is an open question to find a class of regular 2D expressions corresponding to 2D automata, hence to get a Kleene theorem in this 2D setting; see [31] . This means, we look for tilings where: (1) any two connected tiles agree on the common side; and (2) any external west / north / east / south border has label 0 (green) / 1 (red) / 1 (yellow) / 0 (blue), respectively.
Actually, for this tiles, the border labels are obtained placing the digits of the 4-digits binary representation of the body label on the west/north/east/south borders (in this order); the same convention is used for specifying the accepting external borders. For instance, 6 has the binary representation 0110, so its labels are 0/1/1/0 on the west/north/east/south borders. This automaton is shortly denoted by 24567e 6. Fig. 1 shows an accepted tiling and the associated word.
Sometimes we use an alternative notation for the tiles 2,4,5,6,7,e as respectively, where each small arrow indicates a direction where we have to continue the tiling process to meet the external label goal, here specified by '6'. With this representation, we see a clockwise cycle in Fig. 1 going, from the bottom row, up with 2's, to right with 4's, down with 7, to right with 4's, down with 7, to right with 4, down with 7's, and to left with e's.
⊗-product An equivalent 4 definition of a regular 2D-languages is as the ⊗-product of two regular languages, one for rows and the other for columns. By definition, a 2D word is in the ⊗-product R ⊗ C if all its maximal 1D words on rows are in R and all its maximal 1D words on columns are in C. The ⊗-product operation is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
2D regular expressions Regular 5 2D-expressions, for arbitrary shape words, are more difficult to define. Roughly speaking, they specify mechanisms to generate words using powerful composition operations, based on restrictions on the shared border of composing words in the composed words. These com- 4 The equivalence is valid under mild conditions, e.g., provided tiles have different body labels. Indeed, given a 2D automaton T and its projections Tr (on rows) and Tc (on columns) an accepted scenario for T has rows and columns accepted by Tr and Tc, respectively and conversely. As we mentioned before, for arbitrary 2D automata, one has to add renaming to get equivalent ⊗-product specifications. 5 The term "regular" is used in a loose sense here and should not be interpreted as an equivalent way of defining regular 2D-languages. Indeed, it is an open question whether there is a particular class of 2D expressions, equivalent to 2D automata, defined above.
position operators are used in combination with recursive definitions to specify classes of 2D-languages. A few nontrivial examples are presented in Appendix B (and in [31] ). For a simple example, consider the tree structure on the right, defined by 4 * (2 + 6) ⊗ (4 + 6)2 * . This language can be generated, with regular 2d expressions, as follows: X1 = 2 + X1 (n=s) 2 --vertical bars of 2s; X2 = 4 + X2 (e=w) 4 --horizontal bars of 4s; X3 = 6 + X1 (n<s) X3 + X2 (e<w) X3 --an incorrect, first attempt
Intuitively, X1 generates columns of 2-cells, starting with a 2-cell and recursively connecting 2-cells at its top ("X1 (n=s) 2" means: connect X1 and a 2-cell such that the north border of X1 is equal to the south border of this 2-cell). Similarly, X2 generates rows of 4-cells (recursively connecting to their east border to the west border of a 4-cell). A first attempt, specified by X3, to generate trees is to start with a 6-cell and recursively add columns of 2-cells (with their north border included in the south border of the already obtained word; the restriction "X1 (n<s) X3" says the north border of X1 is included in the south border of X3), and rows of 4-cells (with their east border included in the west border of the already obtained word). This is slightly incorrect, as, for instance, two colums of 2-cells may connect each-other.
To avoid this, the extra conditions, seen in X4, are added; here, a condition as X !(s#n) Y is read "it is not true (the '!' symbol) that the south border of X and the north border of Y share a (nonempty) common border in the composed word (the '#' symbol denotes non-empty intersection)".
Example Rings with Attached Trees: This language, denoted RAT , consists of 2D words having the following structure: there is an attractor ring, either going in a clockwise direction or in an anticlockwise direction, and trees attached on this ring. An example is presented in Fig. 1 .
1. A particular 2D automaton for RAT is specified by the tiles {2,4,7,e} and the border condition 0/1/1/0 for the west/nort/east/south borders, shortly denoted by RAT = L(237e 6).
2. The RAT language may equivalently be defined as the product of two regular languages 4 * (2 + 7)e * (for rows) and 7 * (4 + e)2 * (for columns), shortly written RAT = 4 * (2 + 7)e * ⊗ 7 * (4 + e)2 * .
3. A regular expression for this language may be found in the Appendix B.
The first two representations of this language are short, but it is relatively difficult to understand which 2D-words are specified. The last representation is relatively long, but it is easier to understand which 2D-words are generated. In other words, specifications like those in (2) are more like a statement of a problem (i.e., find which 2D-words have the specified forms on rows and columns), while equivalent presentations as those in (3) are solutions to those problems. Moreover, the specifications with regular 2D-expressions are compositional, and may be used to get compositional techniques for aggregating virtual organisms.
Examples of regular 2D patterns
This pattern describes trees, with: (1) a 6-cell in the top-right corner; (2) horizontal edges of 4's, connected to the tree with their east border; (3) and vertical edges of 2's, connected to the tree with their north border. An example is below, represented in both ways.
Rings with Attached Trees
This, already mentioned pattern, consists of:
• a ring, containing a clockwise or a counter-clockwise cycle of cells 2,4,7,e;
• trees with horizontal edges of 4's or of e's, vertical edges of 2's or of 7's, and with their roots fixed on the ring (these trees may be either in the interior or the exterior areas separated by the ring).
An example, represented in both ways, is 6 :
Connected Rings with Attached Trees
The description of this language is in 2 steps:
• first, the pattern L(56 6) is analyzed;
• then, the 6's cells in these configurations are replaces by configurations described by the pattern L(247e 6).
The first language, described by the product 5 * 6 ⊗ 5 * 6, consists of 6-cells, placed along the second diagonal, with a stair-like shape in the top-left area filled with 5-cells. Then, roughly speaking, the full language results by replacing the 6-cells in these pattern with RAT words. Briefly, the 5-cells act as binders, linking leafs of RAT words in the particular shape indicated by the L(56 6) pattern. A simple example is: 7 A more complex example is below, together with a decomposition emphasizing the role of the 5-cells to connect words in L(247e 6) (i.e., rings with attached trees).
Virtual organisms
In this section we describe virtual organisms obtained by adding functionalities to regular 2D structures. The cells in a 2D word are interpreted as nodes in a network defined by the word structure and they are able to perform local computations and communications with the neighboring nodes.
What is a virtual organisms?
Informally, a virtual organism is defined by a structure and a functionality mapped on that structure. The structure is specified by a word in a (regular) 2D pattern; this structure in further interpreted as a network of nodes performing local computations and communications with the neighbouring nodes. Then, a collection of overlapping functions are implemented on top of this network. For a fixed structure (i.e., no reconfiguration), the overall behavior of the network is specified by an input-output stream processing relation between the streams on the external border interfaces through which the organism communicates with its external environment.
In the simplest case, the specification of a virtual organism behavior is as the overlapping of multiple independent functions. Each function is defined under the hypothesis that the network is running that function, only (noninterference). Then, the overlapping of the functions in the network have to assure preservation of independent functions' behavior. This latter condition may be asked in a strict form (i.e., the independent stream processing relations are preserved), or in a more relaxed form, namely up to processing delays in the external streams -the latter in especially the case when the nodes' resources are limited and delays in the precessing of some of them is inevitable.
In other cases, certain functions may be introduced on top of other functions, hence a smaller or a larger amount of interference between functions may occur. For instance, a function using position-aware node functionality may depend on another function detecting and broadcasting the organism current structure.
A more complicate case is when the structure itself is dynamically changed by reconfiguration. In that cases, even the external interface of the organism may change, hence the definition of the inputoutput stream processing relation is more involved: during the reconfiguration steps, the impact of reconfiguration on the external streams has to be specified, as well.
Remark An important point, to be clarified here, is that communication in a VO is not limited by the topology of connected nodes. The given structures, specified with 2D words, are needed for coordination of nodes to support the VOs basic functionalities. For instance, if a structure as in Fig. 1 is used for a VO, than it is possible that, in a particular deployment, all virtual nodes in an attached tree are handed by the same physical node, making more communications possible. The situation is similar to that found in ring distributed termination protocol [12] , or in the CHORD protocol [32] , where the nodes are placed in a ring, but for additional functionalities (e.g., exchanging jobs, or records) more communication links may be used.
Examples of virtual organisms
Before briefly presenting a few simple virtual organism, we describe a common, useful functionality: detecting and broadcasting the organism structure. This function is triggered at the beginning of the computation and after each reconfiguration step. Its implementation may be either a general one (designed for all structures), or a specific, more efficient variant, exploiting the current particular structure.
TreeCollector (TC-) organisms These TC-organisms are developed on top of the T r pattern. Recall that a T r-word is a tree with the root, labeled by 6, placed in the top-right corner, with horizontal rows of 4's, and vertical columns of 2's.
Except for general structure detection and reconfiguration functionalities, a TC-organism have the following specific functionality 8 :
• it collects, at the root, a flow of items captured via the tree leafs.
The scenario we consider assume several sources are present in the TC-organism's area and the amount of flow (or volume) each leaf can capture depends on its distance to the sources.
FeedingCell (FC-) organisms These FC-organisms use the RAT pattern. Recall that a RAT-word consists of a ring of nodes 2,4,7,e (ordered in a specific clockwise or anticlockwise cycle), with attached trees on both sides.
The specific functionality of a FC-organism is to
• collect items from sources, placed in the external area of the ring, via the external trees, distribute them along the ring, and release them via the internal trees to reach certain target points in the internal area.
ConnectedFeedingCells (CFC-) organisms CFC-organisms are build up on top of the more complicate CRAT pattern. Roughly speaking, a CRAT-word consists of a collection of RAT-words, connected via 5's nodes. An illustration of a specific functionality, to be added to the FC-organism's functionalities, may be to • reverse the flow in a certain FC-organism component, allowing to take items from its internal area, and pass the items, via trees and the ring, to the external tree leafs, then use them, via 5's nodes, to feed other FC-organisms included in the CFC-organism.
Reconfiguration of virtual organisms
Virtual organisms may adapt to the changes in the environment modifying their structure and/or functionality. In this paper we focus on the first possibility, by allowing virtual organisms to reconfigure themselves, replacing their structure by another structure in the same 2D pattern. There are two different types of structure reconfiguration:
1. conservative reconfiguration, preserving the cells 2. elastic reconfiguration, allowing to add or remove cells.
An example of a chain of conservative reconfigurations, with reference to our simulations described in the next section, is presented in Fig. 3 , using TC-organisms. The flow captured by cell (0, 3) from source (4, 1), as described by formula (1) below, is 50/(manhattandist + 1) 2 = 50/(2 + 4 + 1) 2 , while from source (0, 0) is 100/(3 + 1) 2 . Summing up for all leaf nodes and sources leads to a total flow of 26.83, rounded to 26 in Fig. 3 . The subtree part in boldface in the first configuration is moving its root position from (2,7) to (4,2), increasing the flow from 26 to 66. Two more reconfigurations (moving the node (2,3) to (0,2), then the node (6,1) to (0,0)) lead to an optimal structure, increasing the flow to 150.
In the next section, we also describe an elastic reconfiguration model for TC-organisms, based on the cost function described by formula (2) . To optimize such a cost function, during a reconfiguration step new nodes may be rented or old nodes may be released.
FC-organisms are more complex and they allow for a broader class of reconfigurations. As a conservative reconfiguration, we mention the possibility to detach a tree from the external part of the ring and attach it to the internal part of the ring. In the elastic reconfiguration case, the ring and the tree components may also change their shape or dimension. 
Compositionality
A very important feature of the model sketched above is compositionality. While not explicitly stated, it is intuitively clear that the later introduced and more complex organisms, presented in a previous subsection, may be obtained by appropriate compositions from simpler organisms. For instance, FCorganisms may be specified as a composite of TC-organisms with a ring-passing organism (circularly passing items in the ring). Similarly, CFC-organisms result from composing FC-organisms, glued with 5's cells.
The virtual organisms' composition mechanisms are based on composition mechanisms used for regular 2D languages, illustrated in Appendix B (or, in extenso, in [31] ).
A detailed example: The TreeCollector organism
The structure of the TreeCollector organism (TC-organism) is specified by a word in the language T r = 4 * (2 + 6) ⊗ (4 + 6)2 * . A word in T r represents a tree, with the tree root, labeled by '6', placed in the top-right corner, with (horizontal) rows 4 * 6 or 4 * 2, and (vertical) columns 42 * or 62 * . (Notice that no two 4-cells are placed in the same column, one on top of the other, or two 2-cells are placed in the some row, one near the other, hence a valid tree structure is specified.)
Leaf-to-root item collection:
The basic functionality of the TC-organism is to collect items via its leaf cells, then to pass them, from cell to cell, till the collected items arrive to the root cell. Each cell has a local knowledge on the VO structure, knowing its neighbors at the west/north/east/south borders, i.e., whether there is a neighbor on a specific side and, if it is, what is the data type for communicating with that neighboring cell.
The flow direction for the TC-organism collection operation is illustrated in Fig. 4 . The code for the basic collection step of a 2-cell is bellow The code for a 4-cell is similar, but the last statement is changed to send the collected flow to the eastern neighbor, i.e., send(flow,EastNeighbor). The code for the 6-cell is obtained deleting the last statement.
Structure detection:
With a specific data structure for items, the collection function may be used to obtain the actual structure of a TC-organism. For instance, use a function T ree(nod, tree1, tree2) to construct a tree with the root node, with an horizontal branch tree1 and a vertical branch tree2, where one or both tree1, tree2 may be nil. This process is triggered by the root cell, sending a message down to the tree to start this structure-identification process. The implementation is:
Code2 of a 2-cell, for structure-detection functionality: if (WestNeighbor != nil) {recv(t1,WestNeighbor); } else {t1 = nil;}; if (SouthNeighbor != nil) {recv(t2,SouthNeighbor); } else {t1 = nil;}; send(Tree(myId,t1,t2),NorthNeighbor);
The code for a 4-cell is similar, but, in the last line, the send is to the EastNeighbor, while the code for the 6-cell is obtained deleting the last line.
Reconfiguration:
The implementation of reconfiguration for TreeCollector organisms is relatively easy:
Suppose the root cell '6', analyzing the received items' flow, decides to make a structure reconfiguration, for instance, to increase the collected flow. It will send a message down to the tree to change the local neighboring topology to the selected new one. For example, to move a subtree, with root X, having label '4', to be linked as a child of a node Y of the tree, the following changes are needed: the west link of the parent of X becomes nil; the east link of X becomes Y ; and the west link of Y is changed from nil to X. The case for label '2' is similar.
The overall behavior
The overall behavior of a TC-organism is specified by a schedule of the functionalities supported by the organism. A typical one may be to repeat the collection process, until the root triggers the reconfiguration process, then to repeat these steps. A variation may be, for instance, in the elastic reconfiguration case, if the new cells are locally attached to the structure; then, before triggering the reconfiguration process, the root has to invoke the structure-detection functionality, to know the actual tree structure. Other variations may take into account the communication delay of passing the items along the tree, the bandwidth of communication, etc.
Simulation of virtual organisms behaviours
To test the theoretical aspects discussed in this paper, we created an open source framework, publicly available at github link https://github.com/AdaptiveOrganisms/Simulator It can be executed in a distributed environment and, by using functional hooks, can be reused for various use-cases. The framework's folder also contains a visual interactive simulation and a movie that shows visually the average flow difference between a static TC-organism and an adaptive one.
Simulation framework
Our general case for simulation is an environment where there exists a dynamic set of data sources named Sources, each one having a variable data rate in time Source i .power. This set can be modified at any point in time, new sources can be added, removed or have their data rate modified at user intervention or according to a random simulation. A binary tree language, like T r, used for TC-organisms, can represent a connection of resources that capture data from sources and move them up to the root of the tree. Only the leafs of the tree can capture data, while the internal nodes' role is to transport it to the root. One concrete usage of this representation could be a wireless network, where sources are requests emitters, and the role of the network is to capture as much as possible data and transmit it to the root, which can, in turn, represent a processing endpoint for these requests.
As shown in the evaluation section, since Sources set is dynamic, reconfigurations in the tree are needed to keep a good dataflow to the root. These reconfigurations are based on cutting a subtree rooted in any of the nodes and pasting it to another position, provided it still represents a word in T r. The formula used to determine the maximum that a leaf node can capture per unit of time is given by formula (1), namely leaf nodes can capture the data flow emitted by any source, proportionally to the squared Manhattan distance between them, increased by 1. A source capacity is considered limited and it serves the leaf nodes up to its maximum data flow per unit of time. If the leaf nodes around source can capture more data flow that the source can handle, the amount each leaf node gets is proportional to the normalized to the source, comparing to other competing leaf nodes.
From a greedy perspective, it makes sense to move parts of the tree as close as possible to the data sources. However, each node in the tree is considered to have a maximum (predefined) data flow per unit of time specified by user, F max , which complicates a greedy solution attempt. Our target is to simulate situations where nodes are considered processes, and limiting the maximum dataflow on each node per unit of time can represent either the throughput of the node or the maximum communication bandwidth between nodes.
The regular expressions used to specify constraints between the nodes can have various significations in practice. For instance, in the IoT the constraints defined by the regular expression can signify the pattern of the accepted resources that can be connected together to transport certain data flows. In practice, these restrictions can stem either from hardware limitations or security concerns.
Implementation details
In this subsection, we discuss only the high-level aspects of the implementation. Users interested in more details about the implementation and pseudocode of the simulator are advised to read the documentation in our github link.
The implementation of the framework is using message passing mechanisms at its core. Each node can be represented by a different process instance (we name it Cell). The type of the process instance is decided on the respective's node symbol. The links in the tree represent dataflow connections between pairs or processes, from children to their parents. The end of this dataflow is the process instantiated for the root of the tree. The role of each Cell is to try to capture as much as possible data flow it can from sources, respecting the maximum flow per unit of time constraints.
Reconfiguration means moving the location of processes and the links between them in a way that optimizes the overall data flow per unit of time. It can be requested by user manually or automatically triggered based on some conditions (e.g., sources configuration have changed since the last check). Intuitively, processes must physically move closer to sources. However, because of the maximum flow constraint and the dynamicity of sources set, an algorithm that finds the optimal nodes that should be moved and their new position, while still holding the row and column languages constraints, is not trivial to find. Each Cell process, excepting the root, computes the best option that it can offer to the overall data flow per unit of time by cutting its entire subtree and pasting at all available positions that match the constraints in its local view. In the current implementation, the search for the optimal tree modifications that matches new situations is a brute force search that tries every possible position for pasting. Each option is tested against a data flow evaluation function that tries to estimate the data flow of the network in case that the selected operation is being done. These local best results are gathered by the root of the tree which in turn select the option that gets the maximum flow at that point.
The elastic model can be enabled optionally and runs a process after each reconfiguration step that decides if resources can be rented or given back (the restriction is to give back only resources that were rented). The purpose of this is to simulate a basic operation in cloud computing were resources can be rented at runtime to solve workload issues in a system. At a lower level, the elastic model process tries first to insert a new node in the tree either adjacent to a leaf (considering the appropriate left or down side of the leaf), or in the place of an already existing resources and moving the previous entire subtree either left or down. The user can configure the benefit per each unit of flow, the count limit and cost of each type of resource that can be rented. Equation (2) gives the cost at any point in time considering the rented resources, considering that the current average flow in the observed time frame is AvgF low, that the benefit per each unit of flow is set by variable Benef itU nitOf F low, and the set of rented nodes is Rented. Going back to the purpose of the elastic model, its role is to maximize this function at runtime.
Cost(T ree)
= AvgF low * Benef itU nitOf F low − S∈Rented Cost(S)(2)
Evaluation
First, we want to check the benefits of the reconfiguration operation, i.e., how close to the optimal tree solution we can get by applying it successively. Then, we compare the flow in the initial static optimal tree and the dynamic version, considering the cost of reconfiguration and uniform distribution of add/remove/modify events inside Sources set. Finally, we analyze the elastic model and how much can it improve the benefit. Percent (in "ticks") of a single reconfiguration cost from the total scenario time Average improvement of flow in dynamic versus static tree 1% 85% 5% 27% 10% 11% Table 1 . Tree structure with reconfiguration vs. optimal static tree
Reconfiguration evaluation
Since finding the optimal tree considering a given set of Sources, the T r regular pattern and a specified number of cells (resources) of each type is hard and because the potential number of binary trees can grow exponentially (Catalan numbers), we decided to apply an inverse Monte Carlo method for finding a tree which is as close to optimal as possible, within a given time limit. Thus, a random tree was generated and fixed, then the Sources was randomly sampled. For each new sample, the initial random tree was also reconfigured until its maximum flow couldn't be improved anymore. The configuration of Sources and reconfigured initial random tree that got the maximum flow was considered as "optimal". Then, the simulation randomizes the optimal tree structure by keeping the same numbers of different symbols in the tree. We are interested to see how close does the randomized tree's maximum flow can get after several reconfigurations compared to the optimal flow. By averaging the results for many attempts like the one described, on trees with 20-25 nodes and uniform distribution of symbols, the ratio obtained between the flow after reconfigurations and the optimal flow was, in average, 0.96. This was achieved after an average 3.69 reconfiguration steps, which suggest that reconfiguration can be a fast method for achieving a good flow starting with a random tree.
Dynamic versus static tree structure
For this evaluation, we considered the average flow gathered for a number of scenarios, that started with an optimal tree and sources configurations, and compared it against a random initial tree with the same symbols count (resources) and which was allowed to reconfigure. The number of ticks used in the simulation for each scenario was a variable N (= 100, in our case) and the probability of having a source modification event (add/remove/modify) within the existing set at each tick was represented by another variable P (considered to be 0.2). As mentioned in 4.1, only the root node of the subtree that moves during reconfiguration affects the flow of the overall tree. For a given number of ticks, it can't send further the data flow gathered by its subtree. As shown in Table 1 , the time needed for the root to attach to a new parent affects how well does the dynamic structure behaves.
The results can also depend on variable F max , and the data rate of each source. In our simulation, F max was 10000 and each source of the three sources (on average) used in the simulation had a data rate between 100-1000. An observation is that at the beginning of each scenario, the random tree had an worser data flow, but by using reconfigurations it fastly got to the performance of the optimal tree. However, after a few reconfiguration steps and by considering the dynamicity of Sources set, the dynamic tree got better in terms of maximum flow per tick. We conclude that overall, the reconfiguration operation is usefully for increasing the maximum flow if the sources set is dynamic.
Elastic model enabled
To evaluate this model we created a set of test samples with the same number of nodes as before (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) and using up to 8-10 number of additional resource limit that can be rented at runtime. To observe if the tree simulation tries to rent the resources as much as possible without having their cost influencing the decision, we set as benefit for each unit of flow to be 10 times higher than the cost of each individual resource. In this situation, the algorithm added resources in different places where the flow bottlenecks existed because of the maximum data flow constraint per unit of time on each node. The average flow (and benefit) increased with 55%. The model also showed optimal results when giving back unused resources.
However, more work on this elastic strategy should be done since we considered that rented resources are available to use instantaneously, which is usually not the case and some time is needed to configure the new resources. For this new requirement to work correctly, we could employ some machine learning mechanisms that are able to predict the patterns in a system and know before when to start renting or giving up resources to make sure that the peek costs are achieved.
Implementing virtual organisms in AGAPIA
Agapia is a DSL structured parallel programming language for interactive systems (see [14, 30, 26, 27] , or the recent survey [29] ). The current version of its compiler, allowing to quickly design and run HPC applications on MPI and OpenMP platforms, is open source with online deployment:
https://github.com/AGAPIA/CompilerAndTools
The package contains a manual on how to use it, and sample problems implemented and ready to run. The starting point for building Agapia programs are interactive modules. Modules have data on interfaces, but no labels to allow for control and interaction coordination patterns. Traditionally, a program is seen as a transformation with input data on the west and north interfaces and output data at the east and south interfaces.
While AGAPIA promotes a loosely-coupled architecture, it is also able to impose restrictions over the communicating components in distributed systems. More, in AGAPIA, the default communication model is between sender and receiver directly not through a centralized node (such as a broker node), which resolves the message overloading problem in the publish-subscriber paradigm. However, inside programs users are free to mix between the two paradigms. In applications composed of several code pieces it is important nowadays to provide ways to parallelize the execution process. AGAPIA provides a background parallel execution of programs without needing user to write explicit parallel work creation or synchronization. The runtime component of AGAPIA tries to maximize the parallelism inside an application by mapping ready for execution instances of programs (i.e. instances with no input dependencies) to workers: threads -when being executed in the shared memory model, or processes on different machines -when executed in the distributed memory model.
Regarding performance, as evaluated in [27] , the only overhead of the AGAPIA language compared to a hand-written application in a low-level programming language comes from communicating data between modules when performing interpretation. This internal overhead was evaluated at less than 7% for the shared memory model and around 15% for the distributed execution model. It is important to state that the C/C++ code inside modules is still compiled and added as native code in the binary file. The only interpreted part of an application written in AGAPIA are its high-level statements and composition operators that usually drive the execution of the native code. Overall, the implementations in AGAPIA can prove to be faster to write, maintain and extend, less error prone at a small performance incur.
Compared with the virtual organism framework, the Agapia model use 2D regular patterns, with 1D used for space and 1D for time. The natural passing from VO simulations to Agapia programs is to flatten the 2D virtual organism spatial structure into 1D. Then, most of the simulation is obtained for free form: (1) cells code; and (2) some high-level description of the schedule mechanism used for organism functionalities.
The current users' requirements estimations for a language that supports virtual organisms could be defined as:
1. Specification of a virtual organism structure as input; 2. Allow users to inject custom functionality for its cells.
3. Deploy it on a distributed system to support different applications (e.g. such as the ones in the IoT domain).
More details are provided into Appendix 6.
Related and future work
The virtual organism model is simple, compositional, expressive and naturally incorporate self-adaptive systems requirements. It has roots in two well-known popular approaches (i.e., 1D regular languages [21, 10] and dataflow networks model [11, 17] ), hence it is expected to be easily adopted. For instance, the programs written in TensorFlow [1] produce virtual organisms (usually not reconfigurable). Here, we briefly present the directions for our planned future work and connections to related work.
Future work Our planned future work, for virtual organisms, is currently split into four categories:
1. A library of VOs templates which user can use out of the box, or modify existing policies to test desired functionality.
2. Programming language design to allow specification of VOs functionality.
3. Automatic reconfiguration strategies using Machine Learning techniques.
4. Creation of competitive environments for testing reconfiguration strategies.
The first item is probably the most important for model adoption. We plan to start by selecting a field (e.g., one from those mentioned in the introduction, namely IoT, self-adaptive software, mobile networking, robotics, etc.), to identify and analyze a class of relevant distributed applications from that field, then to decompose those applications looking for key parts which deserve to be fully developed as VOs. Hopefully, the identified VOs may be good enough to produce composed VOs replacing those applications and subsequently be used for easy development of new applications.
The plan for the second item is to improve either AGAPIA support or build another language to specify VOs. The main purposes of this language would be: (1) Flexibile VO specification and deployment; (2) Users should be able to overwrite the policy of each node type in a VO; (3) Elastic limitation and behaviors of rent and lease of resources should be specified; (4) Allow easy interaction with a VO at runtime, i.e., change policies by updating a handler function in the source code specification of the model (such specifications could include scripted user behaviors for reconfigurations, getting observations from the environment and letting a machine learning model to infer these and get a decision, or real-time training of a model).
For the third item, the purpose is first to learn patterns from real data, where a VO problem was instanced on, and improve the reconfiguration decision to get improved throughput. The aim is to predict the reconfiguration in advance, such that the system is able to rent or release new resources, or construct parts of the organism in safer steps. Recurrent Neural Networks can be a good fit for the models since they could use a memory of previous actions taken and environment state, to take the next decision. Also, we plan to use Deep Reinforcement Learning to improve the model after initial fitting from real data, where actions are typically represented by reconfigurations, observations could be environment states and predictions of sources, while rewards can be related to the delta of the captured flow between different moments of time. For evaluation purposes, we plan to implement these on some classes of the TreeCollector problem considering either static or mobile sources, with a random or fixed output.
Finally, for the last item we already started to design a competitive setting where multiple VOs, with different functionalities and reconfiguration strategies, compete for a set of limited resources. The quality of alternative reconfigurations strategies is tested by direct competition of VOs in the same environment. A more biologically inspired scene may be used, as well. In that scenario, VOs may compete ones against the others; in particular, a garbage collector need to be design, allowing to decompose dead VOs and reuse their resources (nodes).
Related work Self-organizing and adapting systems appear in different areas of computer science. Robotics is one of the fields that intensively studied this paradigm [40, 13, 7, 18, 16, 36] . Modular self-reconfigurable robotic systems are studied in [40] . In applications such as space explorations, it is desirable to have a system that allows robots to configure their own shape, to adapt to new circumstances, or recover from damage. The authors are studying different architectures suitable for these systems, and one of the identified architecture is the "Lattice Architecture" which arranges modules in a regular grid similar to the one used in our paper. In [13] the authors investigate methods for self-assembling and selforganizing systems to create the concept of "swarm-bot", which is defined as a composition of smaller autonomous robots; the authors are mainly concerned with the aggregation and coordinated motion of the robots for reaching certain goals such as path-finding or obstacle avoidance in open-space environments.
Self-organizing networks is another area of interest [9, 38, 35, 8] . Self-configuring wireless networks are studied in [9] . Considering a dynamic environment, limited power and low radio range, it becomes a real challenge to configure a well connected network using a small number of wireless devices. A solution for this challenge is a self-organization of devices using dynamic adaptation in a distributed environment. Inter-vehicle communication for improving the passenger comfort and traffic efficiency is presented in [38] . Data dissemination, information aggregation, and communication performance is studied in the context of ad-hoc wireless networks; for instance, in [35] a large scale peer-to-peer information retrieval system is designed, using a decentralized architecture.
Software engineering is another area where self-adaptive systems play a central role. In [25] , the au-thors identifies middleware as the layer developers can exploit to (compositionally) implement adaptive behavior. They also have identified three basic techniques for dealing with compositional adaptation of software systems: separation of concerns, computational reflexion, and component-based design. Separation of concerns is particularly used to get two distinct layer: one for system functionality, the other for its adaption. The latter usually involves a feedback loop, implementing MAPE (monitoring, analysis, planning, execution) cycle. In [37] , the authors describe patterns for decentralized control, used to cope with the complexity of this feedback loop. A protocol for decentralized self-assembly is presented in [33] . A survey, including a broader view and also recent approaches, is presented in [24] . Formal methods are also applied to self-adaptive systems [22, 5, 20, 6, 34] . A quantitative survey [22] finds a relative low percent of formal methods papers from those dedicated to self-adaptive systems. One reason may be the difficulty to define what an adaptive system actually is [5] . Most of the papers are devoted to efficiency and reliability features, and less to functionality change, security, or scalability issues. From the modelling point of view, regular-expressions and automata are most frequently used models. Structural and functional adaptation are studied in [20] , exploiting a model based on actors, process algebra and policies for managing and adapting the system behavior. In [5] the authors use Maude to study adaptive systems, including a case study dealing with robots' morphogenesis, obstacle avoidance, and collective healing. Verification and validation of self-adaptive systems are studied in [34] , the authors emphasizing the need to evolve system behavior hand in hand with the evolution of the contracts they obey to. A recent paper [6] is devoted to distributed control of self-adaptive systems.
Conclusion
We expect that self-organizing and adaptive systems usage will grow and spread to many other domains and applications, considering the recent paradigms like ubiquitous or edge computing. However, decentralized system architectures and processes communicating within close range or receiving data from the external environment is a challenging field. We think that more architecture formalisms and programming languages are needed to prepare these type of systems for the future, our proposal being one going in that direction.
Regular 2D expressions
A (horizontally-vertically) connected 2D word is represented by specifying its shape and the labels of the included cells. As such a connected 2D word may have internal holes, its shape is specified with a normal-form contour (nf-contour) [4] , collecting the external contour of the word and the word's holes contours, namely
where:
• C 0 is the external contour of the word, starting with P 0 and recording the border elements going clockwise, where P 0 is the left-most corner of the top row of the word;
• k is the number of the holes;
• each (C i , x i , y i ), i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, describes an internal hole, where (x i , y i ) is the offset of its starting point P i (the left-most corner of the top row of the hole) and C i is the contour of the hole, starting with P i are recording the hole's borders in the counterclockwise order;
• to have a unique representation, the holes are ordering using the lexicographical order of their offsets (x i , y i ). For example, the contour of the word in Fig. 5(a) is represented as (r 5 dr 3 drd 2 ldrd 5 l 2 ulu 2 ld 3 l 2 u 4 lu 2 lulu 3 ; (dr 2 ul 2 , 1, 1), (drul, 6, 5)).
The top-right corner in the small hole is represented as the point 2.3, while the bottom-left corner of the left-most 0-cell is 0.41 (it may be easier to count in the opposite order, using negative numbers; then the point is 0.−5). The interval 0. [4, 12] refers to the external border of the top group of f -cells. With this more detailed representation of the contours, the 2D word composition can be controlled with a finer granularity. For instance, the general 2D word composition operator [31] may be more formally expressed with this notation. Indeed: let v1 and v2 be two words; let P 1 (resp. E1) be a set of points (resp. length 1 intervals) on the contour of v1 and similarly P 2 (resp. E2) for v2; let ρ be a comparison relation between them (for instance, use equality '=', inclusion '<', or nonempty intersection '#') and denote by P 1 ρ P 2 (resp. E1 ρ E2) the resulting atomic formula; finally, let φ denote a boolean formula built up with these atomic formulas; then, the general 2D word composition operator is v1 φ v2, producing all non-overlapping arrangements of v1 and v2 such that the relation φ between the selected points and length 1 intervals on the contours of v1 and v2 is valid.
Two examples of 2D word composition instances, using this notation, are:
• v1 (3.5 = 0.2) v2 specifies a composite of the words v1 and v2, where the 5-th point on the contour of the 3-th hole of v1 is identified with the 2-nd point of the external contour of v2, both points being uniquely identified according to the nf-contour representations of v1 and v2. (Notice that the result of this composition is unique, provided the words do not overlap after these points' identification.)
• Similarly, v1 (2. [3, 7] < 0. [10, 20] ) v2 say that after the composition, the interval [3, 7] on the 2-nd hole of v1 is included in the interval [10, 20] on the external contour of v2. (In this case, in principle, this composition may produce more results, depending on the way the interval v1 : 2. [3, 7] is included in the interval v2 : 0. [10, 20] .)
This simplified formalism for defining general 2D word composition operators easily captures the original setting for defining the class n2RE of new 2D regular expressions [2] , [3] . Indeed, an nf-contour capture the needed information to say when a point i.n is nw-, ne-, se-, or sw-land or golf corner, and when a length 1 interval i.[n, n + 1] is a west, north, east, or south edge border. For instance, a point i.n is se-golf corner if it occurs in between a 'd' and an 'l' in the contour, d being a west and l a north side of the word. The current alternative of specifying border elements is more precise, but requires a global view on a word, while the former version for n2RE uses a local view and fit better when composition is applied to sets of words.
Finally, we introduce two useful notations:
• near-k-nw -a border point obeys this restriction if it is at distance k of a nw-corner; for a border edge, the condition means one of its end points satisfies it.
• strict(C) -strict, in front of a condition C, means: "except for the contact of border elements specified in C, no other border elements on the composing words are shared in the composed word".
A regular expression for the RAT language
The difficult part in describing the RAT language is to generate membranes compositionally. These membranes are minimal words, in the sense one cannot eliminate cells, remaining in the language. Every word in the RAT language is obtained starting with such a membrane and recursively connecting bars of 2's, 4's, 7's, and e's, with their north, east, south, and west sides, respectively. To generate membranes, in the clockwise or anticlockwise order, we will use a few intermediary expressions with the following intuitive meanings:
• E2 generates columns of 2's; E7 columns of 7's; E4 rows of 4's; Ee rows of e's; 11. Rat = G2 + E2 strict(n < s) RAT + E4 strict(e < w) RAT + E7 strict(s < n) RAT + Ee strict(w < e) RAT Remark 1. A first, simpler attempt is to connect bars of 2's, 4's, 7's, and e's, in the order 1,...,10 described in the right part of Fig. 6 . The approach fails, as in connection 5 we cannot discriminate between the two ends of the chain (the south of the starting bar of 2's and the one of 7's in link 5), both in the south direction. The 2D automata, describing this language, shows a composition is needed to cover the south of a 7-cell, which is not an accepted border, but it is not needed for the south border of a 2-cell.
Remark 2. The obtained expression Rat is a bit complicate as we intended to show how to describe a cycle (membrane), without any tree attached to it. For the full RAT language, probably a simpler expression may be found.
Appendix: Implementing virtual organisms in AGAPIA
Agapia is a DSL structured programming language for interactive systems [14, 30, 26, 27] . The current version of its compiler allows quick design of HPC applications deployed using MPI and OpenMP platforms. It is open source and available at https://github.com/AGAPIA/CompilerAndTools
The package contains a manual on how to use it, and sample problems implemented and ready to run. The starting point for building Agapia programs are interactive modules. Modules have data on interfaces, but no labels to allow for control and interaction coordination patterns. Traditionally, a program is seen as a transformation with input data on the west-north interfaces and output data at the east-south interfaces. While AGAPIA promotes a loosely-coupled architecture, it is also able to impose restrictions over the communicating components in distributed systems. The default communication model is directly between sender and receiver, instead of using a centralized node (such as a broker). In consequence, this architectural decision resolves the message overloading problem in the publish-subscriber paradigm. However, inside programs users are free to mix between the two paradigms. In applications composed of several code pieces it is important nowadays to provide ways to parallelize the execution process. AGAPIA provides a background parallel execution of programs in a transparent way, i.e., user does not write explicit parallel work for creation or synchronization. The runtime component of AGAPIA tries to maximize the parallelism inside an application by mapping ready for execution instances of programs (instances with no remaining input dependencies) to workers: threads -when being executed in the shared memory model, or processes on different machines -when executed in the distributed memory model.
Regarding performance, as evaluated in [27] , the only overhead of the AGAPIA language compared to a hand-written application in a low-level programming language comes from communicating data between modules when performing interpretation. This internal overhead was evaluated at less than 7% for the shared memory model and around 15% for the distributed execution model. It is important to state that the C/C++ code inside modules is still compiled and added as native code in the final binary file. The only interpreted part of an application written in AGAPIA are its high-level statements and composition operators that usually drive the execution of the native code. Overall, the implementations in AGAPIA can prove to be faster to write, maintain and extend, less error prone at a small performance incur.
We have tried to estimate the users' requirements from a language that supports virtual organisms, and came up with the following list:
• Specification of a virtual organism structure, as input.
• Allow user to inject custom functionality (callbacks) for its cells.
• Deploy it on a distributed system to support different applications (e.g., such as the ones in the IoT domain).
In this section, we briefly describe how Agapia allows the implementation and deployment of virtual organisms -see the indicated references for more details related to the current syntax and semantics of the language.
Constructing a virtual organism
The user can specify a virtual organism by one of the following three methods:
1. Plain text specifying the cell names on lines and columns, and using the symbol "*" to denote an empty space.
2. Specify a 2D regular expression to create a grid of cells using the product of the languages.
3. Specify a C/C++ functor to the AGAPIA's initialization runtime that creates the grid of cells using a custom representation. This lets users specify for each cell which are its children and parent.
For example, the T C model structure can be specified using method 2, while for describing models RAT , CRAT and other custom based virtual organisms, method 3 can be used.
How can user inject custom functionality
After creating the structure, it is desirable to be able to customize the behavior of the cells in the virtual organism. To do so, we reuse the AGAPIA's concept of module definition. Typically, a module definition per cell symbol type in the source code must exist, otherwise its behavior is considered an identity. At runtime, a module instance is built for all existing cells (i.e., if a symbol appears N times in the grid, there will be N modules instances of the corresponding type). The pseudocode in Listing 1 sketches the T C Figure 7 . The ring of processes created after linearizing the structure from Figure 3 . With red labels, it is shown the path of a message from the cell located at (1,1) to (0,5). model defined in Section 4.1. As noticed in the code, to facilitate the development of virtual organisms, there are a few language constructs added in the syntax of each module's code (and automatically bound per instance).
Thus, each cell instance:
• Has members to get the parent and children list: (member.P arent, member.ChildrenList)
• Has a coordinate in the grid -created internally at construction step: member.row, member.col
• Knows if it is a leaf or root: member.isLeaf, member.isRoot. This avoids code duplication in the case of modules defining the same cell type but some of them being a leaf, for example.
• Can send data to a different cell in the grid by knowing its coordinate.
• Has a message box with messages received from other cells in the grid. 
Implementation details
Since the virtual organisms structures can be very different depending on user input and method used, the approach that we came up to make the implementation easier (more generic), less error prone and without sacrificing the asymptotic communication complexity, was to create a ring topology that contains all the organism's cells. The user can control the order of the nodes in the ring with one of the two methods:
• Using one of the default methods implemented: right to left or left to right for columns, and bottom to top or top to bottom for rows. • Using a custom user functor given as a parameter to the system initialization that given the grid of cells defines how to collect them in the output ring.
Continuing the exemplification on the T C example, and supposing that a user defined an organism structure similar to the one in Figure 8 , then its ring structure -in order of right to left columns and top to bottom rows -can be visualized in Figure 7 . The method used for selecting the order can influence the communication time. While asymptotic complexity remains O(N ), where N is the number of cells in the ring, choosing a bottom rows order method would decrease the communication effort needed in the T C problem. This is one of the reasons why we let users provide their own functor and have fine control over the process.
At the implementation level, as seen in Listing 1, each cell has a MessageBox member. Messages flow from cell to cell in the ring until they reach their destination. Considering a distributed system with P processes, at the deployment level it is possible that more than one cell to be assigned to the same process. Our current strategy is to split the ring of nodes in P equal chunks of cells (group), and assign contiguous chunks of nodes to the same process. Thus, the real communication happens only between groups of cells and the message boxes per each cell are entries in a data structure that holds all message boxes in its parent group. Each process has two threads: one that handles communication (and sleeps when no communication is needed), and another one that processes the owned group of cells.
